
Building Cloud Services into 
your Plugin
By Mark Tilly

- Hi, I'm Mark Tilly from Santa Fe Nm.  I have almost 40 years of programming 
experience - yeah, I'm a real dinosaur in the industry!

- I’ve done everything from working with large companies to consulting to 
starting my own software company, which I grew to over 200 people and an 
ipo in 2000, one of the last companies out

- After working with other startups as an investor and board member for a while, 
I built the MyCurator plugin in 2011 to get back into real hands on work

- It was my first time using WordPress, and I really enjoy the framework and the 
community

- With MyCurator we built a cloud service to do some AI processing, share 
some 3rd party services and use a freemium model, yet deliver all of the 
results through a plugin and I want to give you an idea of how you can do this 
too.

- This talk will be both an overview of key techniques and design decisions as 
well as getting down into some detailed code specifics.  Feel free to ask 
questions but I may push them off to the end if they need a long answer.



You’ve got some ideas now that seem too 
big for a simple plugin

- Do you have some big ideas that seem to big for a basic plugin?
- Maybe you’ve been thinking about using some shared data across your 

clients, doing some analysis or finding patterns.  
- Or you’ve got a great idea for some AI or Machine Intelligence apps, but your 

typical clients WordPress install on shared hosting would just freeze up if you 
ran it on their site.

- Maybe you want to link a mobile app to your plugin keeping the data in sync 
across mobile and website.  

- Or even better, you are delivering an app and a plugin to a client so they can 
deliver a service in multiple channels.  

- Maybe just an easier way to implement a freemium or other business model 
without multiple code versions.

These big ideas just don’t fit the old local processing plugin paradigm.



Today you will learn new ways to deliver 
services to your clients

The cloud is where you can create those big ideas.  High volume or complex 
processing, shared data, big data, integrating mobile and desktop.  You're  going to 
learn how all of these services can be built and delivered to your clients through a 
plugin.



Big WordPress shops are delivering cloud 
services and raising the bar with your clients

- Some big WP shops are already doing this, and raising the bar for your clients
- Akismet uses ‘Big Data’ to analyze comments and find spam
- WP Smush concentrates processing on their server to compress images
- WordFence checks a common database to see if your IP is being hijacked for 

spamming
- Zemanta finds images and posts from across the web that are related to your 

new post as you write
- Disqus manages comments and replies across sites
- ManageWP provides a common management platform for all of your sites



You can tap into your own cloud processing 
and deliver it through your plugin

- Even though it looks overwhelming, you can deliver what the big shops have.  
- With Amazon or other cloud service providers, you can get started for free.  
- We’ll talk about how you can use your current PHP skills to get started, no 

need to learn a new language.  
- Even a simple communication structure using HTTP so you don’t have to 

invest in complex protocols.  
- Be quick, stay out of the way and surprise them!



Solve the puzzle with a new 
plugin foundation

To get there, we’ll be building a new foundation, some new skills,  for your plugin 
development.  

You’ll have to approach your development a little differently, breaking your idea up 
into pieces.  Some parts will go into your plugin, others into the cloud. 



A new plugin architecture for the cloud

Really pretty simple! We’ll cover 3 main steps to building this architecture 
- 1-We are just moving some of the processing to a remote server - the cloud - 

and out of our plugin.  
- 2-Along with that will be a protocol for communicating between the plugin and 

remote server.  
- 3-We also can integrate this cloud processing, and our administration of it, 

through a plugin in our marketing site.



Separating our idea into plugin and cloud 
components

Idea!

- 1-What are some cloud service ideas?
- 2-Building the cloud component - B
- 3-A focused client plugin - A



Identifying the cloud service components

Massive
Processing

Here is where you structure your big idea.  Some questions to help you decide if a 
cloud service is the way to go are:  

- What would take too long to process in the shared host environment of your 
client?  

- What data could you share among clients?  
- What would it take to synchronize a mobile app with your WordPress plugin?  
- Do you have some big data you can collect and deliver to your clients?
- Lets go through them in more detail, it may help spark some ideas for you

As part of identifying the service yo also wifi identify the transactions, what you are 
going to send back and forth to your plugin.



Cloud Service Components

Shared data that is useful for all of your clients 
without replicating it

- Akismet is a great example of shared data, consolidating comments from 
millions of users and analyzing which are spam. 

- Is there some data that you can collect and share through a common cloud 
database?  

- Maybe it's data you collect from clients themselves, analyze it and report back 
periodically.  

- Data you can access with an API/account and you don't want to have to sign 
up every client - this is what we do with diffbot for text extraction.  

- Keeping common data for each of your clients that is shared between a mobile 
app and their website?  

You would identify the data and its structure, and the posting and access transactions 
as you specify this type of cloud service.



Cloud Service Components

High processing loads can cause problems for 
clients on shared hosting

Massive
Processing

- MyCurator, our plugin, uses some simple AI, but we need to calculate a 
probability for every word in an article that we then multiply together to predict 
whether the article will be good or bad to curate for a client’s site.  

- SmushIt does centralized processing to compress images for your site.  
- High volume processing, batch processing are other procedures that don't 

work on the typical WordPress installation.  

In this case you'll be structuring your data processing routines on the cloud server as 
well as some trigger and response communication transactions.



Cloud Service Components

Business model support and management are 
much more efficient in the cloud

- If you are using a freemium, add-on or other type of business model it will 
usual be more efficient to manage it centrally.  

- You can issue an API key, a long hash key to each subscriber.  
- By storing the details of their purchase (or free level) in the cloud, your plugin 

can access it as needed to provide the appropriate service.  
- One common code base, with switches, can be distributed.  
- You can also keep access and usage statistics for analysis and 

troubleshooting.

In this instance you'll need to specify your business model data, access transactions 
and reporting transactions.



The cloud service environment is 
commoditized now

- You don’t need a box in your basement for your cloud server, they are ‘off the 
rack’ and ready to go.  

- Setting up the OS and major components is also as easy as picking a vendor 
such as Bitnami, which is the current leader, or AppDirect and others.  

- With just a few clicks you have a full LAMP stack, and you can even include 
WordPress.  



We will build our Cloud Service with something 
you know: PHP/Apache/MySql

- We will code our service in Native PHP/MySql: Lots of other options, but as a 
WordPress developer, why not use what's familiar, easy to get up to speed

- Off the shelf Amazon instances from a range of suppliers to Build a 
Php/Apache/MySQL server - usually some form of Linux OS where you can 
choose your favorite

- Many suppliers offer upgrade services, Also look at Upwork for a contract 
Lamp admin

- you can get by with some basic Linux tools and knowledge that you pick up 
through Google search

- Of course this is where the work comes in, building and testing your cloud 
service!



Throw processing hardware at your service as 
your business grows

Throw processing hardware at your service as your business grows
- so simple to plug in a bigger box, optimized for your needs - processing speed 

or data/memory handling
- MyCurator handled half a million calls a month on a micro instance, Over a 

million a week on a medium instance, including hosting our marketing site.
- If you get big enough you can pay for a more specialized server/coding 

environment!



The client side plugin is streamlined to focus 
on user interactions

- Making your plugin smaller is going to make it easier to build and maintain.  
- Focus your efforts here on a great user interface, and leave the detailed 

processing to your shared service.  
- You may need a  few key techniques you may not have used before such as 

batching and logging - pretty common for us dinosaurs back in the ‘old days’



Client Side Plugin

Depending on your application, you may need 
to do some batch or timed processing in the 
plugin

- Use Cron for timed communications with your cloud service.  It can be a bit 
fussy with low volume sites, and you may have to have some clients set up a 
‘server cron’ instructions for which you can find on the web

- If your communications take longer than 30 seconds - client environments can 
be very slow - then you may need to ‘batch process’ with a serial calling of a 
PHP program in your plugin using wp_remote_get.  It will have to load up 
WordPress and usually also needs to build a processing queue for multiple 
calls of itself

- If  your clients are still timing out, then you may use a Request transaction with 
a simple success/fail and then return later and ask for the results of the 
request transaction.  Request transactions would need to be logged locally by 
your plugin and then the log traversed later to follow up and see if completed

-



Client Side Plugin

Use logging liberally for transactions with the 
cloud

- A stream of logged transactions will be critical in the beginning as you 
distribute the client plugin so you can troubleshoot remote sites.

- It gives clients a way to look at what is happening in the background
- Screenshots of the logs will be the typical way you convince clients of a 

problem, especially host based problems such as slowness, no access to your 
remote site etc.

- Make sure the logs are cleaned up periodically, usually as part of one of the 
timed batch processes you set up.



A Simple Communication 
Channel

The next key component of your architecture is the communication between your 
plugin and your cloud service.   

- Think of it as posting to a web page and receiving a specially coded web page 
back. 

- Use a simple REST protocol based on HTTP that can get you started without 
a large/complex protocol. 

- Use a POST to send data and get a response back from the cloud process
- Use a GET with a code in the Body to ask for specific data from the cloud 

process



Identifying transactions between your plugin 
and the cloud service

Depending on your service, you will have identified a set of transactions that will be 
used

- They are typically  a few general classes of transactions, validate, set up, 
transfer, get.  

- Validate: Use an MD5 hash key which is generated when they sign up, A quick 
routine that is used on every transaction coming in, Use apache error log or a 
text log in PHP, easy to process with linux tools, rotate backups etc

- Setup: This would be ‘context’ type data that is client specific, not shared in 
the cloud, Topic in MyCurator

- Processing:  might be a ‘kick off’ message and a return of results data.  Could 
be many kick offs in a row - remember batching on the client

- You’ll use a simple HTTP Post of these transactions to your cloud server, so 
your plugin will always initiate processing.

- Data Request: Use an HTTP Get to ask for data, create some structured 
requests for your shared/big data using a set of codes in the body to identify 
what is needed.



Rather than HTML web pages, we’ll be 
passing complex data structures with JSON

- JSON encoding is the method we will use to package up data for our 
transactions.  To HTTP it looks just like a string of data, similar to an HTML 
web page.  

- Use gzcompress and gzuncompress, on client and server side, for larger data 
packets

- You can send arrays, objects, arrays of objects, objects of arrays, whatever
- Use the two PHP functions json_encode for outgoing data and json_decode 

for incoming data.
- Our data structures on the client plugin and the cloud service will look the 

same.  Similarly any error responses with have the same structure on both 
sides.  That allows you to use a well thought out structure that is easy to 
understand.



Choose a transport function to use with your 
client plugin

- WordPress uses the HTTP API with a set of functions starting with wp_remote.  
These are the best and safest to use and you don’t need to know which PHP 
transport is available on your client’s site.

- You could use PHP cUrl if you need very fine level of control.  MyCurator uses 
this (started before wp_remote) and we have found 99% of client sites have 
cUrl available or can set it up.

- Have all of your client side transactions flow through one communication 
function/class, that way you could change transports in the future if need be



Setting up the Cloud Server to Process 
Requests

Transport Protocol

$request_body = file_get_contents('php://input');  //Why not in $_POST?

$header_info = $_SERVER;

echo(json_encode($return_data));

- At the URL address of your cloud service, just place and index.php that does 
an include of your top level PHP program.  Apache will do the rest, including 
starting up as many instances as you need (based on your Apache settings).  
Simple multi-processing management!  You aren't loading WordPress so you 
have much lower overhead too.

- On the Cloud service side, use  file_get_contents to get your data (problems 
with timing I think in finding it in $_POST), 

- The $_SERVER variable has your header info.   
- You are just going to echo() the JSON encoded, compressed data back to the 

plugin, just as if it was a web page.  In effect they posted some data that ‘filled 
in’ your web page and you are sending back the results in a new web page



Testing is a three step process moving from 
everything local to the full remote server

Transport Protocol

- 1. Use a stub function for your single communication function/class that just 
calls your server process as an inline, local function

- Use your transactions, json and compression, get the return data instead of an 
echo . 

- You can use a debugger in this local environment, and focus on your server 
processing

- 2.  move your cloud process to another directory in your local host 
environment and begin testing your wp_remote_post calls and the cloud 
process returns.  No debugger on the remote server side, but easier to access 
it all and do some local logging to find errors

- 3.  move the cloud service code to your server’s testing area and do a final 
test with many test clients coming in at once ( I have many sites set up on 
bluehost that can all be run at once to do this multi-user testing)



Pulling it all together with a 
Marketing/Admin Site

- Now that you have a cloud service, you’ll need to manage it.  
- But the real benefit is in combining that management plugin with your 

marketing site.  
- You can then make the sign up process completely automated, with success 

leading to a validated client ready to process immediately.  
- Usage, errors and sales trends are all available for you to code and monitor



Integrating your Cloud Service with a 
WordPress site

- Create Cloud Service data tables in the same MySql database as your 
WordPress site - now they are accessible to both

- You can use all of your wp_query functions to access the Cloud Service 
Tables, but must use PHP mysqli_ functions from cloud service

- When a client signs up, add a user with user meta data containing current plan 
and md5 hash key, create a purchase record in posts using a custom post 
type for financial data and create a validation record in the shared cloud 
service table with all of their relevant plan details.  Now they are immediately 
activated.

- Gravity forms or another plugin to trigger this all off of a form.  Can easily add 
paypal or other payment integration.

- Admin plugin to make changes to user data, manual corrections or additions - 
some people still need to order by phone!



You control what to log and when, providing 
real-time data on your service

- Log each client access, by type of transaction, data used or requested, even 
processing time

- Summarize at higher levels: week, month etc through a batch process on your 
admin plugin 

- Top ten lists of resources you provide - we can see the top ten articles 
requested each day.  Makes for nice marketing or even another product

-



Build as many Reporting and Management 
tools as you want

- Database Browser or a similar plugin for quick and dirty queries that you can 
store and re-use

- Sql reporting tools on the server or connected from your browser
- Usage trends based on your logging
- Tail -f on log files to watch a ‘matrix’ of flowing interactions with multiple 

windows for errors, access, processes etc.
- Keep track of which users are not using your plugin any more, release level of 

users, and any other information you need



You can tap into a cloud 
service & deliver as a plugin!

That's it! 
- We've broken up your idea into a cloud component and a plugin component.
- You've built a simple php/Apache based cloud service that is ready to handle 

multiple interactions
- You've set up your plugin to get what it needs from the cloud and deliver it to 

your clients
- You've got a marketing/admin site that pulls it all together
- I hope I've convinced you that if you have some big ideas you can deliver 

them from the cloud through a WordPress plugin

Questions?



Thanks!
Slides At:

Contact:

mtilly@target-info.com

www.target-info.com

Mark Tilly
1000 Cordova Pl.
Santa Fe, NM  87505
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